Multi-Image Blind Super-Resolution of 3D Scenes.
We address the problem of estimating the latent high-resolution (HR) image of a 3D scene from a set of non-uniformly motion blurred low-resolution (LR) images captured in the burst mode using a hand-held camera. Existing blind super-resolution (SR) techniques that account for motion blur are restricted to fronto-parallel planar scenes. We initially develop an SR motion blur model to explain the image formation process in 3D scenes. We then use this model to solve for the three unknowns-the camera trajectories, the depth map of the scene, and the latent HR image. We first compute the global HR camera motion corresponding to each LR observation from patches lying on a reference depth layer in the input images. Using the estimated trajectories, we compute the latent HR image and the underlying depth map iteratively using an alternating minimization framework. Experiments on synthetic and real data reveal that our proposed method outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques by a significant margin.